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Good afternoon Ladies and Gentleman this is Gina Langsfield, speaking to you once more on
behalf of the SAGB and welcoming you to our Sunday Services. For those joining us on Zoom
please welcome our medium for today George Lawson, and our chair-person Peter Smith.
Would you please join me in prayer

Dear God, loving Spirit
Please let our hearts be filled with love as we come together once again, as we equally give
thanks to you for all the love which surrounds us. Whether it comes from earth, from Spirit
or from both let the love in our hearts form a dome of light around the globe and help to
spread peace, kindness and the desire for a better and more spiritual earth world.
Amen

Stepping beyond the Veil
Love is the most powerful priceless and motivating force in the universe. Whether it be for a
special Building, relative, friends, pets or the world at large.
Today I would like to read you one of my poems which is called ‘Stepping beyond the Veil’
Just as at that moment of our darkest night, When darkness gives way to dawn,
Just as the hardest days of winter a glorious spring is reborn. As beyond the suffering of chid
birth new life brings hope and pleasure, and when the lonely soul finds true love they
become blessed and rich with Spirit sent treasure.
So too is rebirth given at that sacred moment when we put down our heavy load and take
that first step out beyond the veil and start our journey along the homeward road.
Beyond the gloom of so called death comes but life in its fullest glory and it really is only the
beginning still of our soul’s eternal story.
Imagine that first moment of joy and delight when we see a beloved one’s welcoming smile
and are holding in our arms once more, one we have not held for so long a while.
Surrounded by dear long unseen faces…just imagine now the bliss…family, friends and Spirit
guides welcoming us home with a kiss.
Of course, we long to for those still left on earth but we shall be comforted and taught the
ways that we can show them we have never left them and, we still share with them the
remaining earthly days.
Imagine the joy of feeling free in a body so light released from earthly weakness and pain.
And, the joy in knowing the things we so love to share in days long gone we will be sharing
together again, living in a world of no corruption or fear where loving souls have a sense of
duty and a life of peace and excitement stretching ahead in a world of unparalleled beauty.
We will know the true joy of work and service but also the return of laughter and fun and
the story we build together with all who we love has in truth only just begun. Do we each
day fear opening a door and walking through it to the other side, for symbolically this is all
that death really is, though for too long Spirit truth on earth has been denied. All it is a
matter of transition, stepping out of a physical shell and returning to the world which is our
real home.
A world which in our subconscious mind we know so well. So let’s look ahead fearlessly
when our time comes there is no reason to be afraid of what will yet be, for perfect life will
be ours when we take our first step beyond the veil into the glorious loving life of eternity.

On behalf of our manager Karl and the trustees, our staff, mediums, healers and as ever
myself, love to you all.
And, for our friends on Zoom back over now to Peter Smith.

Spoken and written by Gina Langsfield
Background Music – I love you truly

